
SUMMER HAZE
A QUILT PATTERN BY

uiltsSuzy in partnership with

Finished size: 36" x 51" | Fabric: Poplin Solids  @SuzyQuilts  @BirchFabrics  #SQSummerHaze

Active hyperlinks, so click where you see an underline!
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 COLOR

 Shell  

Peachy  

Timber  

Petal  

Mineral  

Periwinkle  

Shroom  

Slate  

Cream  
  
  
  

Binding  

Backing 

WOF = Width of Fabric: cotton broadcloth  
commonly used for quilting is 42"

HST = Half Square Triangle

Seam Allowance = 

IN DEPTH TUTORIAL!  
For a full list of quilting terms, 
tools and supplies, visit  
bit.ly/quilting-supplies

 QUILT ASSEMBLY

1. 

2. On the back of the Cream square, draw 2 diagonal lines, 1 horizontal line and  
1 vertical line – 4 lines total. Fig. 1

3. Place the Cream square on top of its coordinating color square, right sides 
Fig. 2

4. Cut along the guidelines. Fig. 3

5. Press the seams toward the color fabric and trim dog ears. The unfinished HSTs 
3" finished). One color and Cream pair makes 8 HSTs Fig. 4

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

dog ear

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

FABRIC CUTTING

6. Sew blocks into 17 rows of 12, then sew rows together as seen in 
the quilt diagram. Iron seams in each row the oposite direction 
as the row next to it so the seams nestle together – this allows 
the quilt top to lay flat and have less bulk.

1. Layer the backing wrong side up, the batting and quilt  
top right side up. Baste as desired. Quilt as desired.  
For an in depth tutorial on How To Machine Quilt, visit  
bit.ly/machine-quilt

2. Trim the excess batting and backing and square up the quilt.

3. Join the binding strips together with a diagonal seam. Trim 
and press seams open.

4. Once all of the strips are sewn together, fold in half, wrong 
sides together, and press flat to create the binding. Sew  
binding to your quilt by lining up the raw edges.

5. After binding is sewn to your quilt, fold over and either  
machine stitch or hand stitch the binding to finish o� the 
edges of the quilt. For an in depth tutorial on How To Bind  
A Quilt, visit bit.ly/quilt-binding 

FINISHING THE QUILT


